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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is a murder mystery novel like no other. The detective,
and narrator, is Christopher Boone. Christopher is fifteen and has Aspergers, a form of autism. He knows a
very great deal about maths and very little about human beings. He loves lists, patterns and the truth. He

hates the colours yellow and brown and being touched. He has never gone further than the end of the road on
his own, but when he finds a neighbour's dog murdered he sets out on a terrifying journey which will turn his

whole world upside down.

Because Christopher Boone likes prime numbers he uses them to order the chapters rather than cardinal
numbers. The Curious Incident of the Dog in the NightTime. Winner of the Olivier Award and Tony.
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Were working hard to be accurate. Haddon and The Curious Incident won the Whitbread Book Awards for
Best Novel and Book of the Year1 the Commonwealth Writers Prize for The novel is narrated in the

firstperson perspective by Christopher John Francis Boone a 15yearold boy who describes himself as a

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=The curious incident of the dog in the night-time


mathematician with. Family life around. At first the dogs owner Mrs. At first the dogs owner Mrs. Winner of
the 2015 Tony Award for Best Play Curious Incident tells the story of 15yearold Christopher a boy with an
extraordinary brain who is exceptionally intelligent but ill. Back in London this November . The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night Time Task Examine the techniques used by Mark Haddon to add to our

understanding of the problems facing the central character Christopher due to Aspergers Syndrome. However
this investigation forces Christopher to embark on a new challenge and. Haddons awardwinning debut novel
was chosen as a Today Show Book Club pick. Mark Haddon originally wrote The Curious Incident of the

Dog in the Nighttime with adult readers in mind although the novel has proved very popular with.
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